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Located in Southern California, 

American Fine Arts Foundry is one of 

America’s oldest and most revered fine 

art foundries, having produced some 

of the finest historical and 

contemporary sculptural work of the 

past 40 years. We have been the 

foundry of choice for important 

historical works such as the Leonardo 

da Vinci Horse and Rider, The Norman 

Rockwell Sculpture Collection, and the 

art deco sculptures of Erte, as well as 

many of the finest contemporary 

sculptors in America today including 



zbrush to monumental bronze

Typical ZBrush Workflows

Typical Bronze Casting Workflows

Process of Actually Blending The Two 
Workflows Together

Considerations Before You Attempt to 
Blend The Two Workflows Together



Batman and wonder woman



Where to begin?



Alejandro Pereira
@alejandropereirastudio



Alejandro Pereira
@alejandropereirastudio

Original New



Based on a Jim Lee sketch from hush



Jack Mathews
@jgabrielmathews

Original new



Based on Rebirth: Wonder Woman #18 by Jenny Frison
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w 1. Cut up and  key the model

3. Set the thickness

5. Send it off to the printer

2. Ensure the model is water tight

4. Maybe you’d use magics to hollow the model out

6. voila! 



Make it bigger
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1. Mold 
2. Wax pull 
3. Wax Chase 
4. Gating 
5. Shell 
6. Burn out 

7. Metal Pour 
8. KO & Sand Blast 
9. Assembly & Chasing 
10. Final Sand Blast 
11. Patina 
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Considerations before you 
attempt to blend the two 
workflows together?



Composition



One contiguous surface



composition
• Brought cape in closer to leg 

• Removed utility belt and back detail 

• Made cape single wall vs double wall 

• Rounded off and added thickness to 
      blades on gauntlet



Composition



resolution
7.5ft

7in

• For Batman, Alejandro punched up the  
      detail across the board, with special  
      emphasis on the utility belt and cape 



resolution
7.5ft

15in

• For Wonder Woman, Jack did the same 
      but also added additional detail in the  
      new composition



safety

• Needed to round off and thicken the 
blades on Batman’s gauntlets 

• Needed to bring the cape closer to the 
top of Batman’s calf to close off a 
potential pinch point

Pinch Points and Sharp Edges



safety

• Needed to completely remove the 
spear 

• Also needed to completely remove the 
cape

Sharp Edges and Pedestrian Hazard



How do we actually blend the 
two workflows together?



Sectioning the parts

Since we have one contiguous 
surface to work with, we 
collaborate with our printing 
partner Form3D to determine 
where to make the cuts in a way 
that makes the most sense for 
future casting and welding.

Working with Form3D
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Printing
Vx1000 Build Platform

Build volume of 1000mm x 600mm x 500mm

• Build platform is larger, allowing us to print 
larger panels

01.

Recoater applies pmma (powdered acrylic)

• Applies uniform layer of PMMA at 100-150 
micrometers

02.

Print head doses the binder (cyanoacrylate)

• Vertical build speed of 18mm per hour03.



Pmma panels
Wax Infiltration

1. Makes the PMMA combustible so 
it can be burned out of the shell 

2. Stiffens the material so it doesn’t 
collapse during shelling 

3. Gives us a surface that’s easier to 
clean up like a traditional wax 

Wax Infiltration
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1. Mold 
2. Wax pull 
3. Wax Chase 
4. Gating 
5. Shell 
6. Burn out 

7. Metal Pour 
8. KO & Sand Blast 
9. Assembly & Chasing 
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The finished work
Installed outside of Burbank AMC 16

Here we see multiple 
images of Batman installed 
outside of Burbank AMC 16 
on behalf of the City of 
Burbank and the “Visit 
Burbank” campaign. 

Batman Installation



The finished work
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Here we see multiple 
images of Batman installed 
outside of Burbank AMC 16 
on behalf of the City of 
Burbank and the “Visit 
Burbank” campaign. 

Batman Installation



The finished work
Installed outside of Warner Brothers Visitors Center

Here we see a couple of images 
of Wonder Woman installed 
outside of the Warner Brothers 
Visitors Center on behalf of the 
City of Burbank and the “Visit 
Burbank” campaign. 

Wonder Woman Installation
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